'You don't know the feeling to queue for hours to enter the store and, once you do, to have nothing left to buy', my mother has often said to me, referring to the early post‐Communist years in Bulgaria. Having spent most of my life enjoying the spoils of modernisation and globalisation, I would agree. Nevertheless, the COVID‐19 pandemic appeared to change our view of normal and abnormal, as dystopian fiction caught up with us, turning into normality instead. Time now seems compressed as societal change takes place not within years, but in hours and days (e.g. three months ago, a law was in force restricting the use of clothing that fully covered or concealed the face; State Gazette no. 80/11.10.2016).

The anachronism of these events peeled off the generations' (politicians and common people alike) certainty in its comfort and showed our decision‐making and problem‐solving skills. While 'the enemy' now is a mere 70--90 nm, arbitrarily attacking anyone, we experience saturated fear and uncharted uncertainty. The incapability of the scientists to get the situation under control asap and the devaluation of science due to populistic rhetoric drives some Bulgarians to believe that the threat is God/Fate/Karma‐sent, due to infelicitous alignment of planets. Magical thinking dictates the counteraction.

Over the past month, politicians and medics repetitively spoke about the strength of the Bulgarian nation which survived through (as it is commonly known here) the 'Turkish yoke' and therefore 'we have it in our blood' to fight a virus (i.e. Pavel Shopov,[^1] right‐wing populist party 'Ataka')*.* The statement's logic is questionable, but it underlines the mobilisation of nationalist rhetoric as we face a faceless enemy. The 'primordial' Bulgarian blood is called to mystically save its carrier and provide a headstart over the rest of the world.

The Bulgarian Orthodox Church, unlike its counterparts in the Balkans and elsewhere, decided not to close its doors to the public during Easter, since 'never an infection took place or was disseminated inside the church where an ordinance is performed' (according to Metropolitan Gavriil, closely following the statement[^2] by the Holy synod), rounding out the above illogical approach. This started a kind of 'church populism', reinventing Christianity's history, disseminating false information and marking unprecedented regress in its public position.[^3]

Everyday seems unorderly and disintegrating as politicians, medics and the WHO express conflicting opinions on basic measures. Fortune‐tellers and clairvoyants step up to restore lost order by providing clear instructions and a linear path out of the crisis*.* So, the prices of ginger are skyrocketing, lemons are scarce and tabloid articles promise that the year of Capricorn is 'Bulgaria's year',[^4] thus surviving the coronavirus threat is guaranteed. Some mystics invented elaborate schemes to get money from the credulous -- by healing COVID‐19 with 'white magic'[^5] for around 500€[^6] or breaking a death spell for 2,000€.[^7]

Borders today have been drawn and re‐drawn, but counterintuitively they drew us together, both in fear and solidarity. In our quest to outsmart faith, we still must choose: to make or break the world -- possibly without giving in to the nationalistic and quack cheap‐calls.[^8]
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